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Neighbourhood Plan Committee 

Draft minutes of meeting held on Monday 19th October at 7:30pm in the Village Hall 

 

Attendees: 

Sylvia Brown (Chair) (SB), Barry Thunder, Parish Councillor and Committee member (BT), Colin 
McEwen, Parish Councillor and Committee member (CM), Stuart Young, Parish Councillor and 
Committee member (SY), Tony Leathart, Parish Councillor and Committee member (TL), Alan 
McElroy, Committee member (AM), Ben Lovelock, Committee member (BL), Mary Cooper, Expansion 
Working Group member (MC), Jenny McEwen, Expansion Working Group member (JM), Claire 
Penny, Parish Clerk (Clerk)    
 

1. Apologies: 

Bill Giles 

2. Open 10 minutes: 

No members of the public present. 

SB thanked Expansion Working Group members for attending and noted that they were welcome to 
take part in discussion but would not be able to vote. 

3. Minutes of the previous meeting held on 15 August: 

TL queried the statistic that of 62% of those polled voted to expand the school and would like the 
minutes to be amended to reflect the numbers voting ((33 in favour of the expanded school, 20 in 
favour of alternative).  Agreed.   Minutes approved with that amendment. 

4. Update on progress/meetings: 

SB updated on progress of the Neighbourhood Plan (NP). There have been two focuses:  

 Meetings with the developers, HHT, to discuss final wording within specific policies and to 
start discussion over matters relating to the impending HHT revised plans.  

 Meetings with the Local Educational Authority (LEA) 

Progress on meetings with HHT 

A briefing of the first meeting had been sent to attendees previously.  The three outstanding areas 
which are being discussed are: 
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 Policy 2: the Design Code – it may be possible to come to an acceptable agreement on this, 

but it also requires SBC input as it must be not conflict with the Local Plan.  The aim is to 
arrive at a design code that covers all HHT development areas and is fully consulted upon 
and agreed prior to individual plots being sold onto building companies. 

 Policy 4-7 Road network – this continues to be a challenge 
 Policy 9 Green Space Designation Boundaries – it may be appropriate to make minor 

amendments to the boundaries and the offer has been made to HHT to come forward with 
some proposals that better fit their revised building plans. 

It was noted that progress had been made with the HHT agreement to transfer to the parish council  
the land behind Bell Gardens , with pitches and facilities constructed and laid out, provided there 
was no separate requirement for an endowment for maintenance of this land.  No decisions had yet 
been made on the future ownership and maintenance of other green space.  

CM confirmed an ongoing disagreement with HHT over the “southern bypass” that still appears to 
be part of their plans and which does not match the indicative alignment in the draft Neighbourhood 
Plan.  The discussions, however, on the breaching of Bridleway by a new road have moved on and it 
may be that a satisfactory solution can be reached on this.  SB noted she continued to state her 
personal interest in this particular issue.   CM states that negotiations are currently carefully 
balanced and will need to involve SBC.  Further meetings scheduled with both HHT and SBC 
(Swindon Borough Council). 

Progress on meetings with SBC Education 

CM relayed that he and TL had had a meeting with SBC School Commissioner.  It had been agreed to 
reinstate use of the key issues progress schedule to help maintain focus on the issues that need to 
be resolved.  

Of the 16 issues we required resolution to before any proposal can be put to the PC, 6 have been 
address.  Some of those issues that have been resolved are: 

 The planning condition that the Bell Gardens field is transferred to the PC  
 Confirmation that the current ‘cage’ will be replaced by a fenced tarmac multiuse games 

area (MUGA) in community ownership.  Clarified this was intended as low maintenance 
tarmac area.   It was agreed to make this clear in the NP documents. CM states that we will 
agree detail of the access and usage with the school once more details of the MUGA are 
finalised.  

 The LEA will include in their planning application the replacement for Footpath 1 from the 
Thornhill Road entrance to the Recreation Ground alongside the new school boundary.   
They will not pay for new cycle ways across the field, but construction of these should be 
part of the overall Section 106 agreed with HHT. 

 TL pointed out that the matter of the staff car park was clarified but that the public car park 
ownership wasn’t yet agreed. CM noted that 10 other points had still to be addressed.  
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5. Review of proposed amendments to the pre-submission draft Neighbourhood 

Plan 

Committee read through the proposed amendments to the Neighbourhood Plan.  All amendments 
related to comments from respondents to the consultation or where new information had been 
brought forward since the pre-submission draft was published. The sections that formed 
outstanding matters for discussion with HHT and SBC had been highlighted and the NPC would not 
be asked to agree the wording at this meeting. 

Where the amendments are not noted below, they were raised and accepted unanimously.   

1.1 BL queried the sentence “giving satisfactory access onto the A420”. SB stated that we attempt 
to define “satisfactory access” later in the document.  CM confirms that we could change the 
wording as it was raised by SBC who queried the same thing. SY suggested amendment to 
“safe access with minimal delays”. Agreed by all. Action – SB to amend wording to “safe 
access with minimal delays” 

6.4 BL suggested amendment to “bussed to local schools”.  Discussed that most are private cars 
rather than school transport. CB agreed change to “transported” as more appropriate and 
demonstrates the increase vehicular pressure on the roads. Action – SB to change wording to 
“vehicle transport to secondary schools” 

14.1    The source policies for these quotes were queried. Action – SB to locate original and clarify in 
the text.  

16.3 Discussion on wording of the NP Policy 3 – Village Centre. SB noted that the decision at the 
last parish council meeting to make the NP more neutral on the location of the school had led 
to some ambiguity which needed to be worked through.  In particular, removing the expanded 
school from the plan is misleading as to the actual open space provision.   After full discussion, 
it was agreed unanimously to reinstate the previous plan, with an amendment to show the 
second MUGA area.  Action – SB to revert to previous map, amended to show the second 
MUGA and mark as “indicative”.   

 AF pointed that the access to that areas is not all public (i.e. school is not public access) and 
suggested that we add education to the list.  Agreed  - SB to amend Policy 3 to read 
“attractive central location for the recreation, education and enjoyment of village 
residents”.  

 BL reminded to change MUGA to hard tarmacked fenced MUGA. (See previous item – 
Progress on meetings with LEA) 

BL raised that we crossed out additional open space for primary school. Needs to be 
reinserted as needed. Agreed. Action – SB to reinsert open space sentence for primary school 

 BL queried that the sentence re the ownership of the village centre and suggested an 
amendment.  Agreed by all. Action - SB to amend sentence to “provide effective 
management to the benefit of all village residents”. 
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16.4 BL change “preparatory design work” to “preparatory school place planning by SBC” to show 

that is was school place planning and not design work. Agreed by all. Action – SB to amend 
“preparatory design work” to “preparatory school place planning by SBC” 

16.5 TL & BL queried the sentence “in the event that the expanded school…” SB confirmed that the 
wording was a reflection of the decision at the previous meeting to be neutral on the school 
location.  BT suggested that at the time that was the case but it has changed now.  TL also 
confirmed that it was now clear from both Swindon Borough Council and the developers that 
expanding the school at the existing site was the only option that could be considered and 
project planning was in place.  SB stated that the NP needs to reflect this and be clear that the 
location of the expanded school is not a decision that the NP is making.  Action – SB to amend 
the sentence to read “The PC will require suitable compensatory land for any expansion of 
the current school site to maintain and manage adequate recreation provision for the 
village.” 

  BL queried sentence re safeguarding and stated that safeguarding is not within PC 
responsibility.. Agreed. Action – SB to amend wording to “safety, supervision and 
maintenance. 

17.3 BT asks us to highlight “access at peak times”. Agreed. Action – SB to amend to highlight 
“access at peak times”  

18.3 Policy 4. SB clarified that the addition of the word ‘large’ to the sentence on cul de sacs was to 
to avoid cul-de- sacs of 70+ houses, not to ban the smaller ones that come off the main street.  
Amendment agreed. 

18.7 BL highlighted that we have changing terminology re community/village/local community and 
should be consistent with which we use Action – SB to review terminology used and 
standardise 

18.8 Policy 6 – typo of “Indicate” instead of “indicative”. Action – SB to correct typo from 
“indicate” to “indicative” 

CM proposed that wording “new development should connect…” should be change to “must 
connect”.  CM highlighted that we have an issue with two development blocks not connecting 
to the link road as indicated on the plan and queried whether this should be addressed in the 
plan or in the wording of the policy.  After discussion, it was agreed the wording should be 
changed and the plan left as suggested.  Action – SB to amend wording “new developments 
should connect…” to new development areas must connect with this road to deliver 
connectivity, in particular with the village centre without using the existing village roads.” 

18.11 BL queried the sentence regarding the new access route that states that it “provides a route of 
choice…. To the Village Centre and school without using Pound Corner and Old Vicarage 
lane.” SB clarified that the routing is addressed later on in the document. 

21.6  BL queries opening sentence as it reads slightly clumsily. Suggests amendment to “Natural 
England advise that where hedgerows are removed…” Agreed. Action – SB to amend sentence to 
read “Natural England advise that where hedgerows are removed…” 
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27.7  SB noted that significant changes had been made to the heritage section at the request of 
both SBC and Historic England.  TL raised that no mention has been made of impending planning 
applications. SB, BT & CM confirmed that the Neighbourhood Plan cannot be explicit about the 
potential impact that specific applications may contain.  The role of the NP is to highlight those 
aspects of the village that have historic and cultural importance, but we had been told that it was 
not legitimate to assess or predict the impact of development, since that is the role of the statutory 
consultees within their responses to planning applications.   Suggested amendment agreed. 

Clerk highlighted that older walls and items can be protected as well as well as listed buildings. Clerk 
to gather historic information about the parish from Historic England. Attendees to contact Clerk if 
they think of some to be added. Action – Clerk to gather historical information re the Parish and 
pass to Committee.  

Overall: 

SB asked if all happy that the plan, with the changes as discussed,  other than those still to be 
finalised, be adopted. All present agree.  

BT propose, AM seconds that the plan, with changes as discussed other than those to be finalised, 
be adopted by the committee and recommended to the Parish Council. NP Committee members 
approve unanimously. 

6. Recommendations to the Parish Council 

SB will circulate the updated Neighbourhood Plan with the agreed changes, together with updates 
following a meeting with HHT on Wednesday 21st October via email.  All members will be invited to 
make comments.   If there are any queries or issues that require an NPC meeting, that will be 
scheduled to be just prior to the meeting at which the PC is asked to confirm the final amendments 
to the submission document.  Action – SB to circulate updated Neighbourhood Plan. Action – All 
members to review and respond to updated plan and inform SB & Clerk if they would like to 
reconvene to discuss any items.  

7.       Communications 

SB has said that this is a permanent agenda item.  

BT raised that new community newsletter will be sent by Clerk shortly. Agreed by all that note will 
be sent to Clerk to include in the new community publication. Action - SB to draft note for inclusion 
to the community newsletter and send to Clerk. 

AM queried process for submission and when the NP has some power.  SB stated that the majority 
of weight is gained when submitted to SBC provided it is compliant with the Local Plan. Will be 
checked again for compliance before submission. BT requested that we get printed hard copies in 
stock to issue to those that want them. Agreed. Action – SB to note request and Clerk and SB will 
arrange printed copies when ready. 

CM queried how we advertise the NP referendum but we won’t need to be moving towards it just 
yet. Discussion re timings and confirmed that will be considered once submitted. 
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CM to circulate the justification schedule to all attendees for review. Action – All members to 
review the justification schedule.  

8.       Meeting closed: 21:50 


